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Are we nearly  
    there yet?

AS CENTRAL BANKS NOW 
RUSH TO RAISE RATES TO 
COPE WITH HIGH LEVELS 
OF INFLATION, THE 
GAME HAS CHANGED. 
WE ARE MOVING FROM 
WHACK-A-MOLE TO A 
GAME OF CHESS.

To anyone who ever 
travels with children,  
the incessant question 
“are we nearly there yet?” 
will be a familiar refrain 
that punctuates any long 

distance car journey. It’s certainly a 
favourite of my seven-year  
old daughter.
Now, I find myself sounding like 
her. That’s as I look at the dramatic 
declines across fixed income and 
equity markets and think about 
whether markets are now cheap 
enough for us to increase our 
tolerance for investment risk.
So - are we nearly there yet? The 
answer right now is “not quite yet”.

The game has changed 
As I outlined in last quarter’s CIO 
Lens, the challenge is that rising 
interest rates represent a major 
regime change after years of 
quantitative easing. 

This policy, which saw central banks 
like the US Federal Reserve buy 
trillions of dollars worth of bonds, 
resulted in interest rates being 
pinned at zero with the intention 
of encouraging borrowing and 
supporting markets. 

It meant that investors searching for 
yield and returns were forced up the 
risk curve – that is, into riskier assets. 

I've previously described this as 
being like a game of "whack-a-mole", 
the arcade game in which players 
must be on the lookout for moles 
popping out of holes to quickly 
whack on the head with a mallet. 
When you hit one, it disappears,  
and another appears elsewhere.

In the market sense the parallel 
is that any hint of a yield that has 
appeared in recent years has been 
quickly met by a wall of money from 
investors looking to escape negative 
real rates. When one becomes 
overdone, everyone starts looking 
for the next. 

Against this backdrop, volatility 
was suppressed and any traditional 
concept of valuation went out of  
the window.  

As central banks now rush to raise 
rates to cope with high levels of 
inflation, the game has changed. 
We are moving from whack-a-
mole to a game of chess. Investors 
face a more strategic, adversarial 
challenge, in which the opponents 
are the central banks.

Price check
For now, central bankers’ priority is 
not to support markets, but to quell 
inflation on "Main Street" – or the 
“High Street” if like me you’re in the 
UK. This means we need to find a new 
equilibrium for valuations against a 
backdrop where the disinflationary 
maps of the past might not work in 
the future.

The good news is that valuations 
have improved on many metrics. Our 
fixed income investors in particular 
now see value in the level of bond 
yields after a torrid period for bond 
markets in which yields have surged 
(prices fall as yields rise).  

For our multi-asset team, this is more 
of a relative assessment. Certainly, 
bonds are less vulnerable to the risk 
of recession than equities, where 
we believe that uncertainty around 
earnings is still not adequately 
reflected in valuations. 

Our quantitative models that assess 
where we are in the economic cycle 
(to which there are four stages – 
recovery, expansion, slowdown and 
recession) are pointing to a shift into 
the "slowdown" phase, when earnings 
expectations are disappointed. This is 
typically the most challenging phase 
of the cycle for equities and so we 
remain underweight.  

Recognising that growth risks are 
increasing, the multi-asset team has 
also closed its overweight position 
in commodities due to concerns 
about demand destruction in the 
energy sector.  
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INVESTORS NEED TO REMAIN FOCUSED ON THEIR 
STRATEGIC PLAN, NURTURE THE RESILIENCE OF 
THEIR TEAM AND AVOID OVER-STEERING.
Within our equities exposure the 
multi-asset team continue to have a 
bias towards value as a style.

Lessons from previous  
bear markets
Lastly, Rory Bateman (who leads the 
Investment Division with me and is 
our Global Head of Equities) and I 
were discussing what we’ve learnt 
from our experience of previous 
bear markets.

Firstly, as valuations adjust to a new 
equilibrium we will see strong bear 
market rallies, in this case particularly 
if inflation shows signs of peaking. 

Investors need to ensure their 
decision-making process is dynamic 
enough to cope with this or diversify 
their risk to avoid being whipsawed.

Secondly, the best valuation 
opportunities tend to emerge in 
recessions. So as the growth picture 
darkens in the next few months, don’t 
get too bearish!

And finally, in volatile markets you 
are more likely to make expensive 
mistakes. Investors need to  remain 
focused on their strategic plan, 
nurture the resilience of their team 
and avoid over-steering.

Hopefully by the time I come to write 
my next CIO Lens, we’ve stopped 
asking the question of “are we nearly 
there yet?” and can start asking: 
“where next?”

Watch Johanna’s 
video update  
using this QR code 
or click here
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SUSTAINABILITY VIEWS THIS QUARTER

Shareholder resolutions:  
prepared to disagree

Andy Howard 
Global Head of 
Sustainable Investment

Some environmental and social resolutions risk 
impeding progress towards more sustainable 
business models and social goals. 

Given the importance of tackling difficult sustainability 
issues today, it's right that the actions of all stakeholders 
and their representatives – from activists to asset 
managers – should be scrutinised. 

Recently there has been a growing focus on investors’ voting 
records, and in particular on shareholder resolutions. 

The process of tabling resolutions at the annual general 
meetings of companies exists in most major markets. 
Shareholder resolutions provide a way for equity 
investors to propose business changes for consideration 
by all shareholders, often focusing on social and 
environmental topics. 

We consider them an important tool for expressing our 
views and expectations to investee companies, especially 
for areas not covered in standard AGM votes. 

We take our voting responsibilities very seriously. Every 
resolution is a specific ask of a specific company which 
we assess through our own fundamental research. We 
cannot treat resolutions as a statement of our general 
stance on an issue. 

Often, we support the goal a resolution might be seeking 
to promote, but conclude that its wording will undermine 
its success. The detail is critical.

This situation is becoming more common as campaign 
groups turn to shareholder resolutions as a lever to 
drive change.

We looked at ten non-profit organisations which have 
been active in using shareholder resolutions to call for 
action on social and environmental issues. Our findings 
highlight the growth in their activity: as the chart below 
shows, these ten non-profit organisations are behind 
almost one third of shareholder resolutions focused on 
environmental and social topics.
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We welcome 
engagement with 
those non-profit 
groups and their 
growing voice, and 
often share common 
aims. But we have 
to be mindful that some resolutions risk setting back 
delivery of the sorts of changes we are committed to and 
have detailed in our recent Engagement Blueprint.  

Our main challenges with those resolutions are when they:

 – Target companies that are relatively advanced in 
tackling challenges rather than the laggards that could 
do most to advance change;

 – Emphasise specific actions we believe could impede 
delivery of goals;

 – Make demands of companies that put their business 
models at risk without meaningful benefits. 

Engagements – the day-to-day conversations with 
company executives – are crucial in driving change. 
Schroders has introduced a requirement for every 
fund manager and analyst to undertake a number of 
high-quality engagements annually, ensuring the firm’s 
collective weight and influence is directed into driving 
positive change. 

On voting, we have historically supported more 
shareholder resolutions than many of our largest peers. 
But our support, or objection, will always depend on 
how well-focused and appropriately worded resolutions 
are and will be made based on a detailed understanding 
of a company’s business model and its progress to date 
on ESG issues.

We know that rankings of our support for shareholder 
resolutions will be created and publicised in coming 
months, perhaps with little context.

Any assumption that more support for environmental 
and social shareholder resolutions is always better is 
dangerous. Our industry has to be clear that the decisions 
we make are in the interest of clients and all stakeholders.
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Jubilee 2022: what's changed for savers since 1952?
“ The seven-decade reign of Queen Elizabeth II has seen 
transformations in many aspects of our lives. That includes sweeping 
changes to the way we invest. But some factors – including the forces 
that drive markets and the basic requirement to put money away for 
the long-term – have remained surprisingly constant.”

Read the full article hereDuncan Lamont 
Head of Strategic Research

Finding opportunities in stagflationary times
“This has been a challenging year for equities. Russia’s invasion of 
Ukraine has led to soaring energy and commodity prices, a global 
stock market slump and elevated volatility. Recession appears 
likely, certainly in Europe and probably in the US too. There is also 
an increasing risk of a prolonged period of “stagflation”, when real 
economic growth remains absent whilst prices continue rising.”

Read the full article here

Alex Tedder 
Head and CIO of Global  
and US Equities

Where we're finding value in Asian equities after 
turbulent time
“Will zero-Covid policies in China lead to new lockdowns? Will the 
Ukraine-Russia war escalate? Will the consumer in Europe and the US 
remain resilient (given tight labour markets), despite high oil prices 
and rising food costs? And will China-US tensions escalate to a full-
blown trade/cold war? We don’t have the answers. Predicting “black 
swan” events is, we believe, pretty futile. Instead, we’re trying to look 
through the maelstrom of economic and geopolitical noise to discuss 
where we see the best long-term investment opportunities in Asian 
stock markets.”

Read the full article here

Robin Parbrook 
Co-Head of Asian Equity  
Alternative Investments

Most read content this quarter

MOST READ CONTENT THIS QUARTER

When can China relax its zero-Covid strategy?
Much of the world has largely relaxed Covid-19 restrictions. A notable 
exception is China. Major cities including Shanghai have been in 
strict lockdown for several weeks this spring. This has had a severe 
knock-on effect on the global economy as consumption and output 
from China has been weak. The lockdowns also contribute to delays 
in shipping, pushing up logistics costs and lead times. So, when can 
China emerge from restrictions? Unfortunately, it’s likely to take 
much longer than many people might be anticipating.

Read the full article here

Mark Ainsworth 
Head of Data Insights and Analytics
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OVERALL ASSET ALLOCATION VIEWS

Overall asset allocation views

Government bondsEquities

We maintain our negative 
view on global equities. 
With a backdrop of higher 
inflation and increasingly 
hawkish central banks, 
there are now clear 
concerns for economic 
growth. This has had a 
clear knock-on effect to 
sentiment where markets 
struggle for near term 
direction. While valuations 
in many regions have 
fallen, they are not overly 
attractive given the 
headwinds for the  
global economy.

We have upgraded our 
view to neutral over the 
quarter, with the jump in 
yields leading us to take 
profits on our underweight 
positions. We believe the 
US 10-year is fairly priced 
based on our models, but 
real yields still look too low. 
With inflation continuing 
to accelerate while growth 
expectations are falling, it is 
too early for central banks 
to start thinking about 
a reversal in monetary 
policy, meaning that we 
need to see higher yields 
levels to compensate us 
for the potential volatility.

Commodities

We have downgraded our 
score to neutral as we 
are starting to see signs 
of demand destruction, 
particularly in the energy 
sector, as global economic 
growth weakens. Among 
the commodity sectors, 
we have stayed positive 
on industrial metals, 
agriculture and precious 
metals whilst energy 
remains neutral.

maximum positiveneutralnegativemaximum negative positive

Credit

Our view is unchanged 
as our outlook on credit 
remains cautious given 
stagflationary concerns. 
Our cyclical models are 
pointing to a shift into the 
"slowdown" phase, which 
is historically a challenging 
environment for credit 
assets. However, valuations 
have improved recently 
meaning some of this 
negative sentiment appears 
priced in, leaving us neutral.
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REGIONAL EQUITY VIEWS

Regional equity views
Q3 2022

Equities

We have downgraded US 
equities to negative, as 
valuations appear too high 
given a slowing global 
economy. US equities 
veered into official bear 
market territory in June, 
having dropped more 
than 20% from their high 
in January, with the S&P 
500 on course for its worst 
start to a year since the 
1960s. Federal Reserve (Fed) 
Chair Powell has increased 
his hawkish tone, raising 
interest rates by 75 basis 
points (bps) in June and 
guiding towards a similar 
rise in July. He reiterated 
that the Fed’s commitment 
to restoring price stability 
was “unconditional”, which 
has heightened fears of an 
outright recession. Higher 
energy prices and higher 
mortgage rates are leading 
to a stretched consumer and 
falling flash PMI figures.

US

We maintain a neutral 
view on UK equities as the 
high exposure to defensive 
stocks and commodities in 
the FTSE 100 index means 
the market should be 
able to better withstand 
geopolitical deterioration 
relative to other markets. 
While domestic woes may 
be plentiful, the fact that 
more than 70% of earnings 
from FTSE-listed companies 
come from abroad 
may stand the equity 
market in good favour.

UK

We remain neutral on 
Japan. For so long mired 
in deflation, and after 
trillions in QE, inflation has 
finally arrived in Japan. 
Nevertheless, the Bank of 
Japan’s policy on yield curve 
control has meant they 
have no intention in raising 
interest rates, putting 
them at odds with other 
developed economies. 
As such, the yen has 
weakened to levels unseen 
since the late 1990s. While 
this may be supportive 
for the country’s large 
export sector, it will bring 
higher costs for consumers 
and SME businesses. 
Equity valuations remain 
appealing versus other 
developed nations.

Japan

We have upgraded China 
to positive. In recent 
months, its zero-Covid 
policy saw major cities, 
manufacturing hubs and 
ports suffer from periodic 
lockdowns. The various, 
yet tentative, re-openings 
should ease some of 
the supply bottlenecks 
in the region. Recently, 
comments from high-
ranking authorities as 
to the need to ‘support’ 
technology companies 
have also given some 
optimism that the 
regulatory crackdown  
is lessening.

China

We have moved to a 
negative view on the region, 
seeing far more promise 
in other emerging market 
(EM) regions. High global 
inflation and a strong US 
dollar are proving sizeable 
headwinds. This is notable 
given the percentage of 
disposable income that 
many consumers in the 
region spend on ever higher 
food and energy costs.

Asia ex. Japan

We maintain a negative 
stance on European ex 
UK equities. Eurozone 
inflation is at all-time 
highs, business activity 
is at 16-month lows, 
uncertainty over 
Russian energy supplies 
remain and consumer 
confidence is at its 
lowest since April 2020. 
Factory output continues 
to be constrained by 
widespread supply 
shortages caused by 
the war in Ukraine and 
Covid-related lockdowns 
in China. Meanwhile, 
peripheral spreads are 
widening as growth 
forecasts fall, and the 
European Central Bank 
(ECB) needs to find a 
means to backstop these 
before embarking on 
interest rate hikes to 
tame inflation.

Europe ex. UK

We maintain our neutral 
view on EM equities. The 
market outlook remains 
poor given the continued 
geopolitical risk in Eastern 
Europe, the strength of 
the US dollar and high 
global inflation figures. 
However, valuations do 
appear to reflect this, and 
recent moves by China to 
loosen monetary policy 
as well as some soothing 
rhetoric on tech provide 
some cautious optimism. A 
select approach is advised 
as many commodity 
exporters in Latin America 
and the Middle East 
continue to hold up well.

Emerging markets

30 June 2022

maximum positiveneutralnegativemaximum negative positive
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FIXED INCOME VIEWS

Fixed income views 
Q3 2022

Bond and credit

We remain neutral on government 
bonds overall, but we have upgraded 
US government bonds to neutral 
to reflect the rapid repricing of 
rate rises by the market. Although 
this offers a better entry point 
as growth expectations fall, we 
need to see inflationary pressures 
abate before turning positive. 

We have downgraded gilts to 
negative as recently announced 
fiscal subsidies for households 
could push the Bank of England 
to hike interest rates further.

We have also downgraded 
German government bonds, 
as the European Central Bank 
(ECB) has signalled a significant 
change in policy, confirming our 
expectation of rising rates in Europe. 
With inflation risks increasing, 
further rate rises are expected.

Finally, we maintain our negative 
score for Japanese government 
bonds, where the BoJ’s policy on 
suppressing yields leaves them 
unattractive and risks asymmetric.

Government Investment grade 
(IG) corporate

Our position on European and US 
IG credit remains unchanged 
overall, although we continued to 
make some changes under the 
surface. Mid-quarter, we upgraded 
US IG credit to positive as robust 
fundamentals and widening 
spreads made valuations attractive. 
Later, we moderated our view back 
to neutral; the consumer sector 
finds itself under mounting 
inflationary pressure and recession 
risk has risen. We remain more 
positive on European credit versus 
the US market as the ECB has been 
less proactive compared to other 
central banks and valuations are 
relatively attractive.

High yield (HY)

We remain neutral on high yield 
overall, but have downgraded our 
score on US HY credit as spreads 
have not materially widened and 
the bonds offer poor value given the 
market backdrop. US HY also has 
a high exposure to the consumer 
sector – a greater number of issuers 
could struggle to cover interest and 
maturity payments as fundamentals 
deteriorate further. We have retained 
our neutral score on European 
HY credit. Despite the relative 
attractiveness of spreads, there has 
been no explicit support from the 
ECB, which is prioritising raising rates 
and ending asset purchases.

We remain negative as although 
uncertainty from the Russia/
Ukraine crisis appears to have 
peaked, the Fed’s top priority now 
is to contain inflation.

Inflation-linked

maximum positiveneutralnegativemaximum negative positive

Denominated in USD: We have 
downgraded to neutral following 
the rapid credit spread compression 
seen in emerging market investment 
grade bonds. We feel these spread 
levels do not compensate for 
ongoing fundamental weakness, 
leaving valuations looking 
unattractive.

EMD

Denominated in local currency: 
Our view is unchanged as the 
economic environment remains 
challenging, with stagflationary as 
well as recessionary risks mounting.
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COMMODITIES VIEWS

Commodities views 
Q3 2022

We have downgraded our overall 
commodity score to neutral. 
This has been primarily driven 
by our view on energy, which 
despite us retaining a neutral 
view, is a sector where evidence 
is emerging that high prices are 
starting to destroy demand. 

We continue to hold our positive 
view on industrial metals. We 
remain constructive on the sector 
as we expect rising internal 
Chinese demand as lockdowns 
ease to offset decelerating 
developed market demand.

On agriculture, we remain positive 
as input cost inflation remains a 
key driver. In addition, Russia’s 
invasion of Ukraine has caused 
significant volatility as Russia and 
Ukraine account for a quarter of 

Commodities
maximum positiveneutralnegativemaximum negative positive

the world’s wheat production. Food 
security concerns have therefore 
forced governments of producing 
countries to impose export 
controls, keeping prices elevated.

Our positive view on precious metals 
has been retained. Gold tends to 
perform well once the Fed starts to 
raise interest rates and recession 
fears loom large. However, there is 
the risk that recession worries may 
cause a liquidity squeeze. This could 
potentially lead to issues around 
the short-term availability of money, 
which could be negative for gold.
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Private assets views 
Q3 2022

Besides a recession, stagflation is 
another concern. But here again, we 
believe opportunities will present 
themselves. Not all sectors of 
private equity act the same way in 
stagflationary environments. If we take 
a guide from listed equites, history 
suggests that established technology 
companies – well represented in 
private equity - may struggle more 
than companies in other sectors. 
Conversely, we would expect 
consumer and healthcare-focused 
strategies to perform better than other 
sectors on a relative basis.

In recession and stagflation scenarios, 
we expect small and mid buyouts to 
be more robust than large buyouts, 
and disruptive early-stage investments 
to be more robust than late stage/
growth investments. We expect small 
and mid buyouts to benefit from less 
leverage than large buyouts and more 
stable valuation levels in recent years. 
We expect early-stage investments 
to benefit from less correlation with 
the overall economy and with stock 
markets. In addition, compared to late 
stage/growth investments, early-stage 
investments have been less exposed to 
the exuberant valuation increases seen 
in recent years.

Additionally, we expect GP-led 
transactions, where one private equity 
general partner/fund manager sells 
one or several portfolio companies to 
another vehicle set up by the same GP, 
to come more into vogue. This was 
already happening, but the closure 
of the IPO market and a reduction in 
M&A exits could accelerate the trend. 

Broadly, we continue to see the North 
America, Western Europe, China and 
India as the most attractive regions 
from a private equity perspective. 
Interesting new opportunities can 
also be found in emerging markets 
(EM) and frontier markets on a very 
selective basis. 

In the current market environment, we 
believe that investors are especially 
well advised to focus on diversification 
across multiple dimensions, a high 
level of selectivity, the complexity 
premium (skill-based alpha) and on 
sustainability and impact.

Since our last update, fears over 
inflation and recession have 
bedded in. We focus on how to 
navigate such an environment 
with regards to private assets.

PRIVATE ASSETS VIEWS

Most of 2020 and 2021 were record 
years for private equity. The Covid 
era has sometimes been described 
as the “everything boom”. How things 
have changed. 

Inflation is rearing up, and interest rates 
are tightening to reign it in. The IPO 
market has all but shut, and growth and 
technology stocks are being hammered. 
All of this risks accelerating the start of 
the next recession. But from adversity 
may come opportunity, at least in  
some areas.

Recession years have been among the 
best vintage years for private equity. 
Private equity funds raised in recession 
years can typically pick up assets at 
reduced values as the recession plays 
out. When it is time to exit investments 
made during a recession, it is more 
likely that the economy is back in an 
expansion phase and that exit markets 
are open.

When inflation is high and rising, and 
interest rates are expected to rise fast, 
it is important for private debt investors 
to focus on real returns and potential 
default risks. Overall, we see private 
debt strategies that benefit from variable 
interest rates as attractive. Those that are 
linked to non-cyclical industries (such as 
parts of the healthcare sector) or tangible 
underlying assets (such as real estate 
and infrastructure), are particularly so.

In an environment with increasing 
economic uncertainty, uncorrelated 
strategies such as insurance linked 
investments also offer particularly 
interesting opportunities, in our view.

In the current market, we are focusing 
on direct lending strategies, where 
coupons are floating rate, and where 
interest coverage and loan-to-value 
ratios remain conservative. Furthermore, 
the large universe of smaller and mid-
sized companies supports selectivity 
and diversification. This can allow 
direct lending portfolios to reduce 
company-specific risks and reduce the 
dependence on the overall economy. 

Infrastructure debt is backed by 
essential assets, many of which have 
a limited correlation with the overall 
economy. In the current economic 
cycle - where many governments 
have significant budget deficits - 
the privatisation of infrastructure 
assets is a real and significant way 
to generate funds. We expect more 
opportunities to arise as a result.

Here again, we see the most interesting 
opportunities in the smaller to mid-
sized segment. Here, the universe 
of target investments is large, which 
allows us both to be highly selective 
and to deploy capital at a steady pace. 

Real estate debt also benefits from 
being backed by tangible assets, which 
provides strong downside protection. 
Furthermore, rents in real estate are 
correlated with inflation over time, 
giving the underlying assets a natural 
inflation hedge. The funding gap in 
real estate debt financing continues, 
meaning that alternative lenders can 
structure transactions with multiple 
covenants to help mitigate risk.

Private debt

Private equity
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Private assets views 
Q3 2022

PRIVATE ASSETS VIEWS

After a strong start to 2022, investor 
sentiment towards real estate 
weakened as inflation accelerated 
and growth forecasts were 
downgraded.  We expect that many 
investors will now take a wait-and-
see approach until there is greater 
certainty on the outlook for inflation, 
interest rates and the economy. 

Although many rents are index-linked, 
so that higher inflation should feed 
through to rents, other things being 
equal, the slowdown in economic 
growth could cut demand for 
space. Moreover, real estate yields 
and capital values are sensitive to 
interest rates. The recent jump in 
10-year bond yields means that in 
the Western world, the gap between 
bond and real estate yields is now 
at its narrowest since 2009.  

We believe it is key to remain highly 
selective. We are targeting areas of 
real estate which are benefiting from 
long-term trends, of which there 
are numerous examples. Changing 
demographics are driving increased 
demand for affordable housing and 
senior housing. The continued rise in 
e-commerce combined with more 
regionalisation is increasing demand 
for “last mile” industrial and logistics. 
Convenience-led retail warehousing 
is growing at the expense of shopping 
centres and high street retail. 

The focus on sustainability and social 
impact will continue to sharpen. We 
expect demand for well run, efficient 
offices (and other premises), with 
attractive services and flexible terms 
that fit tenant needs, to remain robust. 
Technology is fuelling the demand 
for life science laboratories and 
data centres, and we believe that 
demand for self-storage will grow 
as Europeans become more familiar 
with a concept that began in the US.

Real estate

In the medium term, energy 
infrastructure investments are well-
positioned to help accelerate these 
developments. Renewable energy 
infrastructure investments in wind 
and solar farms will be the main 
driver of these to 2030, but grids and 
enabling technologies will also play 
an important role. In the longer term, 
there is increased interest in nuclear in 
France and the UK. Hydrogen projects 
are advancing. Higher levels of 
renewable energy generation and the 
accelerating switch to electrification 
of heating and transport are nearer-
term decarbonisation priorities, with 
industrial processes the outlier, but the 
versatility of hydrogen is growing more 
apparent. The UK, for example, has 
doubled its 2030 target to 10GW, from 
almost none today. 

Pending the construction of the extra 
renewables generation, there will be 
a push in multiple European countries 
to secure non-Russian gas, especially 
by boat. Liquified natural gas (LNG) 
and by extension gas transport and 
storage are also likely to play a vital 
and early role in national strategies. 
We also see attractive opportunities 
in other infrastructure areas related 
to digitalisation and other essential 
infrastructure.

While many of the most attractive 
infrastructure investment opportunities 
can be found in Europe, we also see 
opportunities to make sustainable 
infrastructure investments in emerging 
markets on a highly selective basis.

Finally, UK renewables have a high 
level of linkage to inflation and 
their secure income characteristics 
should help investors weather the 
combination of high inflation and 
tightening interest rates.

Securitised products and asset-based 
finance can play an important role too. 
Floating-rate securities are prevalent 
in the mortgage-backed, asset-backed 
and collateralised loan obligations 
(CLO) sectors. The securities, backed 
by housing debt, real-estate debt and 
consumer debt, can add diversification 
within a floating rate allocation, as well 
as to different types of corporate risk 
via leveraged loans or direct lending.

As a non-correlated strategy, insurance 
linked securities (ILS) can improve 
the diversification of any private 
debt portfolio. In addition, ongoing 
insurance market dynamics – which 
drive ILS returns – mean investors are 
benefitting from rising yields. Insurance 
rates and the yields available to ILS 
investors began increasing as a result 
of natural catastrophes in 2017 and 
2018 which caused risk premiums to 
“harden” (rates are increasing). We 
expect this hardening trend to continue 
into 2022, and possibly beyond.

As the war in Ukraine continues and 
intensifies, the focus on energy security 
(physical and price) increases.  For the 
first time in a generation, there is the 
prospect of rationing either as a result 
of embargoes or as a result of action 
by Russia. High energy prices are now 
forecast all the way out to 2026. 

This further increases the urgency 
for Europe to prioritise energy 
independence and security of supply. 
This will significantly accelerate the 
energy transition away from fossil fuels 
that was already under way and will 
reshuffle the way Europe looks at its 
energy mix and policy. 

Infrastructure
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ECONOMIC RISK SCENARIOS

Our global forecast has again moved 
in a more stagflationary direction and 
our scenario analysis suggests that the 
balance of risks still lies in this direction. 
We retain our supply side inflation 
scenario where we assume that global 
supply chains remain stretched and 
buoyant labour markets mean that 
earnings growth accelerates further and 
leads to a wage-price spiral.

Related to this scenario in some respects 
is our new scenario of rolling lockdowns 
in China where we assume that the 
government continues to pursue a strict 
zero-Covid policy. Repeated outbreaks of 

the highly transmissible Omicron variant 
of Covid-19 leads to periodic lockdowns, 
resulting in steep declines in domestic 
output and further strains in global 
supply chains. We explore these on the 
next page.

So, what is our current baseline scenario?

In the US, while the Q1 GDP contraction 
belied resilient domestic demand, high 
inflation will rein in the pace of growth. 
We now expect the US economy to 
expand by 2.6% in 2022 and 1.5% in 2023. 
Faced with the spectre of stagflation, the 
Fed will continue to tighten policy fairly 
aggressively. This should see the fed 
funds rate reach 3.00% by Q4, helping 
to rein in CPI from 5.5% this year to 2.8% 
next year. But we doubt it will be long 
before the Fed has to reverse course; we 
have pencilled 50bp of rate cuts in 2023 
with further easing likely thereafter.

The eurozone economy is set to remain 
subdued and we now expect growth to 
slip to 2.5% in 2022 and 1.9% in 2023. 
Inflation is likely to ease from 6.6% to 
2.4% next year; however, much depends 
on how quickly an embargo on Russian 
oil imports is implemented. In any case, 
firming core inflation is set to spur the 
ECB into hiking rates from July. We expect 
this will lift the deposit rate to 0.50% and 
the main refinancing rate to 1.00%. 

In the UK, GDP should contract in Q2 
owing to the Queen’s Jubilee holiday 
and remain subdued thereafter as 

higher food and energy prices squeeze 
household budgets. We forecast the 
economy will expand 3.5% in 2022, 
followed by growth of just 0.9% in 
2023. While CPI should moderate, a 
broadening of inflationary pressures 
mean it is expected to remain well above 
the Bank of England’s 2% target until the 
end of 2023. 

In emerging markets, Beijing’s 
unwavering commitment to its zero-
Covid policy has seen lockdowns bring 
the economy to a sudden stop. While 
activity should recover as restrictions are 
eased, we have significantly cut our China 
growth forecast to just 3.5% in 2022 
followed by a shallow recovery to 5.5% 
in 2023. Other EM are generally set to 
experience weaker growth. 

What are the risks?

We still see the balance of risks as 
being tilted towards stagflation. Once 
again, four of our five risk scenarios are 
predicated on weaker output and three 
assume inflation will be higher. Based 
on the probabilities we assign to these, 
we are the most negative we have ever 
been on global growth risks. We now see 
the greatest risk as being a consumer 
recession, albeit only marginally ahead 
of supply side inflation. We also see an 
equal, material risk of either China rolling 
lockdowns or Russia-Ukraine downside 
but assign a lower likelihood to a Russia-
Ukraine upside scenario.

Risks still skewed in stagflationary direction
Economic risk scenarios

Baseline

Upside Russia-Ukraine

Consumer recession

Downside Russia-Ukraine

China rolling lockdowns

Supply side inflation

Scenario probabilities

62%

12%

6%

3%

11%

6%

Source: Schroder Economics Group,  
30 June 2022.

Scenario grid – growth and inflation deviations from baseline
Cumulative 2022/2023 inflation vs. baseline forecast

Cumulative 2022/23 growth vs. baseline forecast

Supply side inflation 

China rolling
lockdowns

Baseline

 Downside Russia
Ukraine

Consumer
recession Upside Russia-Ukraine

Consensus

-2

-1

0

1

2

-2 -1 0 1 2

Stagflationary Reflationary

Productivity boostDeflationary

Source: Schroder Economics Group. 23 May 2022. Please note the forecast warning at the back of the document.
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ECONOMIC RISK SCENARIOS

Source: Schroders Economics Group. 30 June 2022.

Summary Macro impact

 
Russia-
Ukraine 
downside

Russia takes control of the Donbas region 
and expands into Kyiv and the rest of 
Ukraine. NATO members respond and there 
is a build up of troops which keeps tension 
and the risk of a broader conflict high. 
Oil prices rise to $150 a barrel and stay 
there for much of 2022 whilst food prices 
also rise further. Significant disruption to 
Eastern European economies and Russia. 
Extended refugee crisis across Europe.

Stagflationary: The rise in commodity prices drives inflation 
even higher putting a major squeeze on consumers and 
businesses. Economic activity slows significantly: directly 
through disruption to trade and finance and indirectly as 
business confidence slumps and firms put their plans on hold. 
Europe is particularly badly impacted, as not only is the localised 
gas market hit, but security concerns prompt households and 
businesses to retrench. Net exporters of oil gain from the 
terms of trade shock and raise production. Russia falls into 
this category, though loss of business with Europe leads to 
a worse outcome for its growth than in the baseline. Central 
banks hold back on tightening monetary policy and re-focus 
on providing liquidity, despite the high rate of inflation.  

Russia-
Ukraine 
upside

An agreement is reached by both sides that 
ends Russia’s advances, and the Ukrainian 
resistance of regions taken by the Russian 
military. The fragile ceasefire continues, 
helping to boost confidence and world 
trade, reversing some of the recent damage 
to the global economy. Commodity prices 
fall with oil $20 lower than in the baseline. 

Productivity boost: The decline in commodity prices  
helps to lower global inflation faster than the baseline.  
The improvement to the spending power of households 
results in a rebound in confidence, and a fall in savings rates 
– boosting GDP growth. Lower inflation allows central banks 
to tighten policy more gradually, but policy rates end the 
forecast higher than in the baseline due to stronger growth. 

China rolling 
lockdowns 

China’s government continues to pursue 
its strict zero-Covid policy which effectively 
causes rolling lockdowns through the 
forecast. As officials identify new outbreaks 
of the highly infectious Omicron variant, 
periodic restrictions are re-introduced, 
causing a hit to domestic demand, and 
disruptions to global supply chains.

Stagflationary: Lower growth in China presents a demand 
shock for the rest of the world who take a hit to their exports 
with commodity producers being particularly affected. However, 
supply chain disruptions stop prices returning to more normal 
lower levels as in the baseline. Central banks worldwide 
continue to tighten monetary policy, albeit at a slower pace. 

Consumer 
recession

Rising interest rates add to the woes 
of households who are facing higher 
inflation owing to supply bottlenecks 
and rising food and energy inflation. 
Household confidence drains away, leading 
them to save more, causing a slump in 
consumption. Companies realise that 
they have over-produced, and start to 
cut back output and hiring, which re-
enforced the negative sentiment building 
amongst households. As inventories build, 
retailers start to compete again, offering 
greater discounts to clear excess stock. 

Deflationary: As households slash spending, economies 
fall into a technical recession at the end of 2022. Household 
consumption stabilises in 2023, but the recovery is slow as 
households maintain an elevated savings rate as the labour 
market weakens. Weaker demand and slowing production 
causes oil prices to fall back, which combined with retailers 
clearing inventories, helps inflation fall back sharply. Central 
banks end the forecast with looser policy than in the baseline. 
The US Fed course, taking the Fed funds rate back to 1%, 
while the ECB extends QE and also reverses some hikes.

Supply side 
inflation

The current bottlenecks in the industrial 
sector last for longer than expected and 
have knock on impacts through global 
supply chains. Commodity markets also 
struggle with supply shortages. Meanwhile, 
wages accelerate by more than in the 
baselines in response to tight labour 
markets. The labour participation rate in 
the US does not improve, whilst mismatch 
between worker skills and jobs in the post-
Covid economy means the NAIRU rises and 
available slack is less than in the baseline.

Stagflationary: Commodity prices continue to rise due to 
shortages in supply. This adds to inflation and energy price 
base effects do not wash out. Meanwhile, this feeds through 
to underlying inflation, which is also pushed up from supply 
side constraints and higher costs through global supply 
chains. Even though growth slows through 2022, demand 
still outpaces supply in the labour market and wages rise. 
This results in persistent inflation, averaging 7.2% in the US 
in 2022 and 3.8% in 2023. This leaves the Fed hiking interest 
rates to 4% by the end of 2022 and 4.5% by the end of 2023. 
All other central banks also hike rates faster in this scenario. 

Deviations from Baseline: Summary of risk scenarios
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Market returns
 Total returns Currency June Q1 YTD

Equity

US S&P 500 USD -8.3 -16.1 -20.0

US Nasdaq 100 USD -8.9 -22.3 -29.2

UK FTSE 100 GBP -5.5 -3.7 -1.0

EURO STOXX 50 EUR -8.7 -9.4 -17.4

German DAX EUR -11.2 -11.3 -19.5

Spain IBEX EUR -8.2 -2.7 -5.3

Italy FTSE MIB EUR -12.8 -12.5 -19.6

Japan TOPIX JPY -2.1 -3.7 -4.8

Australia S&P/ ASX 200 AUD -8.8 -11.9 -9.9

HK HANG SENG HKD 3.0 0.9 -4.8

EM equity

MSCI EM LOCAL -4.5 -8.0 -13.5

MSCI China CNY 6.7 4.6 -9.9

MSCI Russia RUB - - -

MSCI India INR -5.1 -9.9 -9.8

MSCI Brazil BRL -10.8 -16.7 -3.4

Governments  
(10-year)

US Treasuries USD -0.9 -5.5 -12.1

UK Gilts GBP -1.1 -5.0 -10.1

German Bunds EUR -2.2 -7.2 -13.1

Japan JGBs JPY 0.1 -0.2 -1.4

Australia bonds AUD -2.6 -7.2 -15.9

Canada bonds CAD -2.5 -6.3 -12.9

Commodity

GSCI Commodity USD -7.6 2.0 35.8

GSCI Precious metals USD -2.5 -8.8 -2.7

GSCI Industrial metals USD -13.8 -25.3 -12.1

GSCI Agriculture USD -11.8 -8.0 12.2

GSCI Energy USD -6.6 11.9 63.5

Oil (Brent) USD -6.5 7.0 46.6

Gold USD -2.1 -6.9 -0.9

Credit
Bank of America/ Merrill Lynch US high yield master USD -6.8 -10.0 -14.0

Bank of America/ Merrill Lynch US corporate master USD -2.4 -6.7 -13.9

EMD

JP Morgan Global EMBI USD -5.5 -10.5 -18.8

JP Morgan EMBI+ USD -6.9 -12.5 -26.6

JP Morgan ELMI+ LOCAL 0.6 1.3 -4.4

Spot returns Currency March Q1 YTD

Currencies

EUR/USD -2.4 -6.0 -8.1

EUR/JPY 3.1 5.2 8.5

USD/JPY 5.6 11.9 18.0

GBP/USD -3.6 -7.8 -10.3

USD/CNY 0.4 5.6 5.4

USD/AUD 4.3 9.2 5.7

USD/CAD 2.0 3.3 2.1
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Schroders Economics Group. 30 June 2022. 
Note: Blue to red shading represents highest to lowest performance in each time period.

MARKET RETURNS
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Important information
Marketing material for professional clients only. Investment 
involves risk.

This material is for professional investors or advisers 
only. It is not to be provided to retail clients. Investment 
involves risk.

Any reference to sectors/countries/stocks/securities are for 
illustrative purposes only and not a recommendation to 
buy or sell any financial instrument/securities or adopt any 
investment strategy.

The material is not intended to provide, and should not be 
relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment 
recommendations.

Reliance should not be placed on any views or information 
in the material when taking individual investment and/or 
strategic decisions.

Past Performance is not a guide to future performance and 
may not be repeated.

The value of investments and the income from them may 
go down as well as up and investors may not get back the 
amounts originally invested. Exchange rate changes may 
cause the value of investments to fall as well as rise.

Schroders has expressed its own views and opinions in this 
document and these may change.

Information herein is believed to be reliable but Schroders 
does not warrant its completeness  
or accuracy.

Insofar as liability under relevant laws cannot be excluded, 
no Schroders entity accepts any liability for any error or 
omission in this material or for any resulting loss or damage 
(whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise).

This document may contain “forward-looking” information, 
such as forecasts or projections. Please note that any such 
information is not a guarantee of any future performance 
and there is no assurance that any forecast or projection 
will be realised.

This material has not been reviewed by any regulator.

Not all strategies are available in all jurisdictions.

Schroders may record and monitor telephone calls for 
security, training and compliance purposes.

For readers/viewers in Argentina: Schroder Investment 
Management S.A., Ing. Enrique Butty 220, Piso 12, 
C1001AFB - Buenos Aires, Argentina. Registered/Company 
Number 15. Registered as Distributor of Investment Funds 
with the CNV (Comisión Nacional de Valores). Nota para los 
lectores en Argentina: Schroder Investment Management 
S.A., Ing. Enrique. Butty 220, Piso 12, C1001AFB - Buenos 
Aires, Argentina. Inscripto en el Registro de Agentes de 
Colocación y Distribución de PIC de FCI de la Comisión 
Nacional de Valores con el número 15.

For readers/viewers in Brazil: Schroder Investment 
Management Brasil Ltda., Rua Joaquim Floriano, 100 – cj. 
142 Itaim Bibi, São Paulo, 04534-000 Brasil. Registered/
Company Number 92.886.662/0001-29. Authorised as an 
asset manager by the Securities and Exchange Commission 
of Brazil/Comissão de Valores Mobiliários (“CVM”) according 
to the Declaratory Act number 6816. This document is 
intended for professional investors only as defined by the 
CVM rules which can be accessed from their website www.
cvm.gov.br.
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For readers/viewers in Switzerland: Marketing material for 
professional clients and qualified investors only. This document 
has been issued by Schroder Investment Management 
(Switzerland) AG, Central 2, CH-8001 Zurich, Switzerland a fund 
management company authorised and supervised by the Swiss 
Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA, Laupenstrasse 27, 
CH-3003 Bern.

For readers/viewers in the European Union/European 
Economic Area: Schroders will be a data controller in respect 
of your personal data. For information on how Schroders might 
process your personal data, please view our Privacy Policy 
available at www.schroders.com/en/privacy-policy or on request 
should you not have access to this webpage. Issued by Schroder 
Investment Management (Europe) S.A., 5, rue Höhenhof, L-1736 
Senningerberg, Luxembourg. Registered No. B 37.799.

For readers/viewers in the People’s Republic of China: Issued 
by Schroder Investment Management (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. Unit 
33T52A, 33F Shanghai World Financial Center, 100 Century 
Avenue, Pudong New Area, Shanghai, China, AMAC registration 
NO. P1066560. Regulated by Asset Management Association of 
China (“AMAC”) This material has not been reviewed by the AMAC.

For readers/viewers in the United Arab Emirates: Schroder 
Investment Management Limited, located in Office 506, Level 5, 
Precinct Building 5, Dubai International Financial Centre, PO Box 
506612 Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Regulated by the Dubai 
Financial Services Authority. This document is not subject to any 
form of approval by the DFSA. Accordingly, the DFSA has not 
approved any associated documents nor taken any steps to verify 
the information and has no responsibility for it. This document 
is intended to be for information purposes only and it is not 
intended as promotional material in any respect. This document 
is intended for professional investors only as defined by the DFSA 
rules which can be accessed from their website www.dfsa.ae.

For readers/viewers in the United Kingdom: Schroders will be a 
data controller in respect of your personal data. For information on 
how Schroders might process your personal data, please view our 
Privacy Policy available at www.schroders.com/en/privacy-policy 
or on request should you not have access to this webpage. Issued 
by Schroder Investment Management Limited, 1 London Wall 
Place, London EC2Y 5AU. Registered Number 1893220 England. 
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Note to readers/viewers in Australia: Issued by Schroder 
Investment Management Australia Limited Level 20, Angel Place, 
123 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000 Australia ABN 22 000 443 274, 
AFSL 226473. It is intended for professional investors and financial 
advisers only and is not suitable for retail clients.

Note to readers/viewers in Hong Kong S.A.R.: This document 
is intended to be for information purposes only and it is not 
intended as promotional material in any respect. This document 
is intended for professional investors only as defined by Securities 
and Futures Ordinance (“SFO”) (and any rules made thereunder) 
or as otherwise permitted under the Hong Kong laws. Issued by 
Schroder Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited. Level 33, 
Two Pacific Place, 88 Queensway, Hong Kong. This material has 
not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission of 
Hong Kong.

Note to readers/viewers in Indonesia: This document is 
intended to be for information purposes only and it is not intended 
as promotional material in any respect. This document is intended 
for professional investors only as defined by the Indonesian 
Financial Services Authority (“OJK”). Issued by PT Schroder 
Investment Management Indonesia Indonesia Stock Exchange 
Building Tower 1, 30th Floor, Jalan Jend. Sudirman Kav 52-53 
Jakarta 12190 Indonesia PT Schroder Investment Management 
Indonesia is licensed as an Investment Manager and regulated by 
the OJK. This material has not been reviewed by the OJK.

For readers/viewers in Israel: Note regarding the Marketing 
material for Qualified Clients or Sophisticated Investors only. 
This communication has been prepared by certain personnel of 
Schroder Investment Management (Europe) S.A (Registered No. 
B 37.799) or its subsidiaries or affiliates (collectively, “SIM”). Such 
personnel are not licensed by the Israeli Securities Authority. 
Such personnel may provide investment marketing, to the extent 
permitted and in accordance with the Regulation of Investment 
Advice, Investment Marketing and Investment Portfolio 
Management Law, 1995 (the “Investment Advice Law”). This 
communication is directed at persons (i) who are Sophisticated 
Investors (ii) Qualified Clients (“Lakoach Kashir”) as such term 
is defined in the Investment Advice Law; and (iii) other persons 
to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated. No other 
person should act on the contents or access the products or 
transactions discussed in this communication. In particular, this 
communication is not intended for retail clients and SIM will not 
make such products or transactions available to retail clients.

Note to readers/viewers in Japan: Issued by Schroder 
Investment Management (Japan) Limited 21st Floor, Marunouchi 
Trust Tower Main, 1-8-3 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 100-0005, 
Japan Registered as a Financial Instruments Business Operator 
regulated by the Financial Services Agency of Japan (“FSA”). Kanto 
Local Finance Bureau (FIBO) No. 90 This material has not been 
reviewed by the FSA.

Note to readers/viewers in Malaysia: This document has not 
been approved by the Securities Commission Malaysia which 
takes no responsibility for its contents. No offer to the public to 
purchase any fund will be made in Malaysia and this presentation 
is intended to be read for information only and must not be 
passed to, issued to, or shown to the public generally. Schroder 
Investment Management (Singapore) Ltd does not have any 
intention to solicit you for any investment or subscription in any 
fund and any such solicitation or marketing will be made by an 
entity permitted by applicable laws and regulations.

Note to readers/viewers in Singapore: This document is 
intended to be for information purposes only and it is not intended 
as promotional material in any respect. This document is intended 
for professional investors only as defined by Securities and Futures 
Act to mean for Accredited and or Institutional Clients only, 
where appropriate. Issued by Schroder Investment Management 
(Singapore) Ltd (Co. Reg. No. 199201080H) 138 Market Street #23-
01 CapitaGreen, Singapore 048946. This document has not been 
reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.

Note to readers/viewers in South Korea: Issued by Schroders 
Korea Limitedn26th Floor, 136, Sejong-daero, (Taepyeongno 1-ga, 
Seoul Finance Center), Jung-gu, Seoul 100-768, South Korea . 
Registered and regulated by Financial Supervisory Service of Korea 
(“FSS”)This material has not been reviewed by the FSS.

Note to readers/viewers in Taiwan: Issued by Schroder 
Investment Management (Taiwan) Limited 9F., No. 108, Sec. 5, 
Xinyi Road, Xinyi District, Taipei 11047, Taiwan. Tel +886 2 2722-
1868 Schroder Investment Management (Taiwan) Limited is 
independently operated. This material has not been reviewed by 
the regulators.

Note to readers/viewers in Thailand: This document has not 
been approved by the Securities and Exchange Commission which 
takes no responsibility for its contents. No offer to the public to 
purchase any fund will be made in Thailand and this presentation 
is intended to be read for information only for professional 
investors as defined by regulations and it is not intended as 
promotion material in any respect. It must not be passed to, 
issued to, or shown to the public generally. Schroder Investment 
Management (Singapore) Ltd does not have any intention to solicit 
you for any investment or subscription in any fund and any such 
solicitation or marketing will be made by an entity permitted by 
applicable laws and regulations.
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